
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of campus recruiter.
To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications.

Responsibilities for campus recruiter

Actively engage and bring forth ideas to be best-in-class in terms of
collegiate recruiting process and procedure and employment brand
development
Maintain and prepare a variety of reports relating to hiring by campus
location and other recruiting-related statistics and information
Ensures compliance with all federal and state requirements, including
recordkeeping and selection process
Liaise with other recruiting teams and share best practices in the industry,
community and amongst professional recruiting organizations
All other duties as requested and assigned
Manage the recruiting process for university candidates from initial interview
to offer creation and background check (partnering with compensation,
immigration, relocation, global HR stakeholders, legal)
Responsible for developing strong working relationships with all key hiring
managers and working closely with them to ensure graduate hiring needs are
met for their groups
Manage relationship with the business to ensure diverse representation at all
key campus events
Ensure that appropriate marketing and advertising is coordinated in line with
firm-wide efforts and strategy
Ensure all job requisitions and postings are in compliance with affirmative
action posting standards {e.g., contain Basic Qualifications) Search talent
pools for candidates
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Knowledge of methods, tools and techniques for evaluating qualifications
Knowledge of and ability to attract and select diverse candidates, based on
race, gender, religion, income level, , for the organization, to extend its
creativity and innovation
Frequent travel throughout the region, with heightened travel requirements
during peak recruiting seasons (January-April
3+ years of work experience in talent attraction, within campus, having
exhibited a high degree of performance
BA/BS degree or equivalent from a highly reputable university
Must pursue conscious cost-containment efforts in recruiting, continually seek
new sourcing options, and develop creative approaches to delivering
candidates to the customer


